
“Secret Handshakes”
of Instructional Design

A 6 minute, 40 second crash course on 
things that all professional IDs 

(instructional designers) need to know



Why you should pay attention 
to what I have to say about ID



How do YOU recognize another
ID when you see him or her?



What IDs have in common

• We call ourselves IDs  (even if our jobs don’t).
• We design and develop solutions that inform, 

teach, train, educate.
• We share a passion for learning. 
• We share a passion for technologies that help 

create, publish, distribute and manage 
learning resources, assets and experiences.



There are things that
EVERY ID needs to know.

This is how we 
“know ‘em when we see them”.



Where Does ID Come From?



IDs Love Learning Theories 



Learning theories every ID should know

Behaviorism Neuroscience
Neo-Behaviorism Brain-based Learning
Cognitivism Multiple Intelligences
Constructivism Communities of Practice
Social Constructivism Social Cognition
Humanism Observational Learning

http://www.emtech.net/learning_theories.htm



“Names to Drop” - Learning Psych Notables

Pavlov Vygotsky Craik & Lockhart
Skinner Gardner Gibbons
Gagne Anderson Schank
Bandura Paivio Rumelhart &
Bruner Knowles Norman
Ausubel Cronbach & Mager
Piaget Snow Atkinson
Rogers Merrill Weiner
Miller Reigeluth Cross

http://tip.psychology.org/theories.html



Instructional Design Models



No matter how you feel: 
ADDIE is Number 1! 

http://www.about-elearning.com/images/addie_map.gif







More ID Models: Pictures of Processes

Dick and Carey
Reiser and Dick

Kemp
HPT

Smith and Ragan
Tessmer’s Layers of Necessity Model

…to name just a few



Analysis and Evaluation =
Metrics that Matter



“Big D” Design is creative planning 
that lays the foundation for creating 

systems and solution



“Small d” Design is all
about creative expres



Development Typically Means 
Scripting, Coding, Programming



Implementation is 
the hard part
making all the
pieces work
together



ID used to depend on telling people 
WHAT to do and WHEN to do it

Today’s IDs need 
MORE THAN PROCESS

Today’s IDs need to know 
WHERE and HOW
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